INTRODUCTION
In number of configurations, ultrasonic tests in the French nuclear industry are made using water-coupled focused transducers. To study the influence of the various parameters involved in transducer / piece configurations, model-based predictions of the field radiated by transducers are very useful. A model (called Champ-Sons) has been developed at the French Atomic Energy Commission (CEA) to calculate the field radiated by focused or unfocused transducer through liquid / solid interface at normal or oblique incidence [1] . It can deal with radiating surface of complex (3-D) shape (spherical focusing, Fermat's surfaces, multiple-elements [2) etc ... ). The calculation is done directly in the time domain for broadband sources and in the frequency domain for narrowband sources. In its present form Champ-Sons deals with either plane or cylindrical interfaces between a fluid and an isotropic solid. It is implemented in a user-friendly software developed at the CEA called CIVA [3) for NDT data processing (eddy-current, ultrasonics, neutrongraphy, radiography). Since non-canonical configurations are considered and pure numerical schemes are too computer intensive, the model treats the refraction at the fluid / solid interface in an approximate way. It has been validated experimentally [1) .
The present paper aims at comparing results predicted by this model with results predicted by two "exact" methods as well as with experiments. One of the other methods is a finite element computer code dealing with arbitrary elastic media (heterogeneous and anisotropic) developed by the French Company of Electricity EDF [4) . The other method is based on the angular spectrum decomposition technique [5) .
In the first section, CEA's approximate solution is briefly recalled. The second section is dedicated to a comparison of results predicted by the approximate solution (both 2-D and 3-D calculations) with results computed using the finite element method and with experimentally measured results. The third section compares results predicted by the approximate solution with results computed using the angular spectrum approach.
PRESENTATION OF THE MODELS USED
CEA's Approximate Model Champ-Sons [1] We only recall the main stages of the model's derivation. Let r be a field-point in the elastic solid and rrr a running point at the transducer active surface Tr (immersed in water of waves peed c). One first assumes that classical hypotheses to obtain the Rayleigh integral formulation are fulfilled in the fluid and at Tr. Therefore, secondary diffi'action is neglected. A running point of elementary surface dS rr vibrating with (normal) particle velocity vn (rr,.,t) is source of a hemispherical velocity potential in the fluid at rfgiven by,
The effect of this elementary wave at r in the solid is treated in an approximate way consisting in considering that the only contributions at r from rrr are those predicted by geometrical acoustics. The incident field upon the interface between the two media is locally considered as being a plane wave and its scattering is treated as a problem of plane wave reflection and refraction. This allows one to calculate compression (L) and shear (1) waves separately. Such an approximation cannot predict accurately the field in the vicinity of the interface, typically at ranges shorter than one wavelength. Since under this approximation the direction of propagation of the energy from rrr at r for a given polarity is known, the elementary displacement duJr,t) [a = L, 1] due to the elementary source can be treated as a scalar quantity. Let T(rr,.,r) be the time-of-flight between rrr and r, written as (2) where Rfis the length of the fluid path and Ra that of the solid path for the a-contribution propagating with wavespeed ca' Rfand Ra are calculated using Snell's law. If the focusing is obtained by means of a lens, T contains an additional term w / c, where w is the lens thickness at rrr and c, is the wave velocity in the lens. Note that for plane interface, there is only one solution for the two paths. Conversely, for cylindrical interfaces, multiple paths possibly exist. Each incident ray (tube) of direction ~is affected by a certain amount of energy flux that must be conserved after scattering by the interface. This results in a geometric factor lIR (rr,.,r) [6, 7] where and where (}a is the refracted angle for wavespeed ca' Thus, an elementary contribution from running point rrr is given by
is the time-dependent transmission coefficient relating the velocity potential in the fluid to the a-displacement in the solid for an incident angle 4 written as [8] 
EDF's Finite Element Computer Program Ultson
The computer code developed by the French company of electricity EDF [4] (called Ultson) is an implementation of the finite element method for elastodynamics. It can deal with an arbitrary number of anisotropic solid layers as well as with fluid layers, each layer being of arbitrary shape. It is time-dependent but presently limited to 2-D configurations for computer efficiency.
Angular Spectrum
The angular spectrum method is a Fourier-based method of determining the pressure (or any elastic quantity) in a plane from values of the same quantity in another plane. In between, the field being decomposed as a sum of plane wave components, canonical solutions for plane wave propagation and scattering are used. The implementation used for the results given herein was limited to 2-D configurations and CW excitations [5] .
APPROXIMATE MODEL vs. FINITE ELEMENT METHOD AND EXPERIMENTS
The configuration considered is a piece made offerritic steel in contact with water, the interface being plane, interrogated by a focused transducer of 60-mm-0 and of 290-mm focal length (in water). The transducer is normally aligned at a range of90 mm above the plane interface.
Normal displacements are computed along segments of 100 mm parallel to the interface and centered on the transducer axis. These segments are at a depth of20, 40 and 50 mm, respectively. The excitation pulse (particle velocity at the transducer surface) is a measured waveform. This is the normal component of the longitudinal displacement measured with an electrodynamic probe in a piece of the same material which thickness equals the focal distance in the solid, taking account of the water path. This waveform is proportional to the particle velocity at the radiating surface of the transducer [1] . Here, the focal length in steel is about 50 mm. The waveform is measured at the center of the focal zone.
2-D Calculations: Comparison with Finite Element Method Predictions
The same (measured) excitation waveform was introduced in both the approximate model and the finite element computations. Results calculated by the two models are comparable only if the 2-D version of the approximate solution is used. In this case, the denominator given by Eq. (3) in the modified Rayleigh integral is replaced by the following expression.
3-D Calculations: Comparison with Experiments
The actual experimental configuration was not of course a simple 2-D situation. The transducer used was a spherically focused transducer. Only Champ-Sons can take account of the actual 3-D geometry of the transducer. Experimental waveforms are the normal displacement measurements with an electro-dynamic probe at the surface of blocks of the appropriate thickness. Since the reflection at a steel/air interface is almost total, the displacement at a point of this interface is twice the displacement at the same depth inside a thicker block.
It is interesting to show on the same figures results predicted by 2-D and 3-D approximate models, 2-D finite element predictions and experimental results. This allows a global discussion of these sets of comparison. Thus, for a given field-point, four waveforms will be compared. Fig. 1 compares the four waveforms (A-Scans) at the shortest depth of20 mm. The first set corresponds to a field point on the axis of symmetry, the second to a field-point 10mm off-axis and the third to a field-point 14-mm off-axis. For the on-axis field-point, the agreement of the three different kinds of prediction with the measured result is very good.
As it will be shown in the other results, 2-D and 3-D computations (whatever the method used) are in better agreement with experiments when the comparison is made close to (on) the axis of symmetry. This is indeed the zone in which the difference between a 3-D aperture and a 2-D aperture is likely to be minimized. It is however already visible that, for the same reason, 3-D approximate solution predicts with a better accuracy the experimentally measured waveform. At 10 mm off-axis and further at 14 mm off-axis, the previous discussion becomes even more evident. Only 3-D computations can be reasonably compared with experiments far from the axis, and this, despite the approximation made. It is also important to notice that 2-D approximate predictions are always in good agreement on-axis 10-mm off-axis 14-mrn off-axis with 2-D finite element results. This confirms that the approximation to treat the refraction at the fluid / solid interface is acceptable, even at the short range of 20 mm.
Similar results are shown in Fig. 2 for field-points at a range of 40 mm, on-axis, 6 mm or 10 mm off-axis. The discrepancies between 2-D and 3-D grow as the off-axis distance increases. The same tendency is seen in Fig. 3 at 50-mm range (the focal plane). Here, the field-points considered are on-axis, 8-mm or 14-mm off-axis. Since the excitation pulse introduced in the models was the waveform measured on the axis at this range, the perfect agreement of 3-D computations and measured on-axis waveforms is not surprising.
APPROXIMATE MODEL VS. ANGULAR SPECTRUM DECOMPOSITION
The configuration considered is a piece made offerritic steel in contact with water the interface being plane, interrogated by a focused transducer of 200-mm radius of curvature. Its aperture is as large as 100-mm-0. It is placed 100 mm above the interface and is tilted by 10 0 relatively to the normal to the interface. The modeled configuration is such that important geometric aberrations arise. CW excitation at 2 MHz is used for the computations. A CW excitation has been chosen to avoid a further Fourier synthesis (in the frequency domain) in the angular spectrum computations. Interestingly, CW computations are somewhat more challenging for a comparison of different methods. Each methods must predict fast variations due to a succession of destructive and constructive interferences. With a wideband excitation pulse, the averaging over a broad range of wavelengths has a smoothing effect and discrepancies are not necessarily well observed. medium varying by step of 1 mm were computed along segments 200-mm long. Here we compare the two methods at only six different depths for conciseness 1, 3, 10, 17 (focal distance for compression wave contribution), 25 and 40 mm. In these results, only compression wave contributions are compared. The shortest depth (1 mm) is chosen to be smaller than the wavelength of compression waves (about 3 mm) so that the approximate model may be inaccurate. The center of each curve is taken as the position of the ray that propagated at 10° (the tilt angle of the probe) in water from the center of the transducer taking account of the refraction at the water / steel interface. The six sets of results are shown on the same figure (Fig. 4) .
Results computed by the two methods are plotted to the same amplitude scale to help quantitative comparison. At the shortest depth (z = 1 mm), the approximate model does not exactly predict the result calculated by the exact solution, the number of peaks corresponding to constructive interferences being not the same in the two results. At the further depth of3 mm (about one compression wavelength), the two solutions are in a fairly good agreement but there are still some small discrepancies in the amplitude of the various peaks. At further ranges, the agreement of the results predicted by the approximate solution with the exact angular spectrum calculations is excellent, both qualitatively (shape of the amplitude curves) and quantitatively (their amplitude).
It must be noticed that at ranges longer than the focal distance (about 17 mm), both methods (but particularly the angular spectrum computations) show some variations of very small amplitude which are due to numerical precision problems. In the case of the approximate model, this may be due to the mesh chosen for the numerical integration over the transducer surface that would not fulfill the required condition for precision. This can be easily solved by choosing a smaller mesh. In the case of the angular spectrum computation, the spatial Fourier synthesis was limited to an interval of wavenumber not sufficient for the desired precision. This can be solved by taking a broader range of wavenumber in the integration.
CONCLUSION
The approximation made to treat the refraction at a fluid / solid interface in CEA's model Champ-Sons to predict radiation by complex shaped transducer has been tested by comparing results predicted by this model with results predicted by the finite element method (Ultson) and experiments. Even at ranges as short as one wavelength, 2-D approximate results are in very good agreement with exact (finite element) 2-D results. The comparison with experiments of3-D equivalent configurations shows also a very good agreement
The comparison in the CW case of the approximate solution and results computed using the angular spectrum approach shows the ability of Champ-Sons to deal with this particular excitation and, again, the high accuracy of its predictions, even as close to the interface as one wavelength. At shorter range, the approximation made becomes inaccurate.
Globally, the versatility of Champ-Sons allows to deal with most of the classical transducer / piece configurations ofNDT in which bulk waves are used. The approximation made does not allow one to predict surface wave propagation so that NDT configurations using SAW cannot be predicted at all. Further software developments are in progress to deal with interface of arbitrary shape as well as with heterogeneous and anisotropic media.
